
Performance Selection Questionnaire TM

Name………………………………………………………… 

Date………………………………………………………….. 

This questionnaire is designed only to help you assess the maturity, suitability and, 
to some extent, emotional stability of candidates for employment or promotion in 

conjunction with PPITM.  It must not be used for any other purpose. 

Ask ALL questions of ALL candidates, you may ask them in any order. 

Read the questions carefully BEFORE you begin interviewing, especially the qualify- 
ing notes for each question. Ask each question and then remain silent and wait for 

the candidate to answer.  Clarify questions only when asked to. 

Do make notes at the time (use a mind map or the spaces between questions), do 
not rely on your memory to fill in the gaps later as this is prone to error and there- 

fore unfair to the candidate and your company. 

Before you begin the interview, you should have read thoroughly the candidate's 
CV, compared it with the job description and made notes of areas to probe. Set the 

minimum standards and scores for this questionnaire you will accept BEFORE you 
begin the interviewing process. 

Use of this questionnaire assumes acceptance of these instructions and terms of 
usage of the copyright material. 

IMPORTANT 

This questionnaire is copyright material, only to be used 
in conjunction with PPI™ software. 

'This questionnaire is reproduced under licence,  international copyright and all intellectual 
rights are reserved and owned by Human Capital Development Ltd’. 
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No Question Pos. Neg. 

1 At what age did you leave home? 

18-26 = POS.
26+ & still at parents - More understandable given today’s housing costs, but

explore how independent they were or are able to be.  If still living at home

compromised their ability to bring people home or stay out late = NEG.

2 What is your philosophy for life? 

"Do it now!" enthusiastic type attitude = POS. 

"Cross that bridge", etc., "Don't buck the system", "Leave well alone" type 

answers or none = NEG. You may need to probe more deeply. 

3 What were the major attitudes you inherited from your 

parents? 

All those that point toward taking responsibility for oneself taking life into 

one's own hands = POS. 

Answers that indicate acceptance of the status quo, cannot change things by 

one's self, etc. = NEG. 

4 When did you become financially independent of your 
parents? 

Did odd-jobs for pocket money as child, sought to establish own financial 

security with little or no assistance = POS. 
Long term financial dependence on others = NEG. 

5 Describe an event where you used your own initiative to 
succeed or survive? 

Candidate can give concrete example(s) that clearly show the use of initiative 

= POS.  Inadequate or no answer = NEG. 

6 What sort of freedom do you consider important? 

Answers that indicate seeks the freedom to make decisions and take  

responsibility for them = POS. 
"I do not wish to be controlled", "I hate paper work, reports, etc." = NEG. 
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7 When did you last fail at something? 

How did you cope with it? 

Answers that indicate failure is analysed and learnt from = POS. 

I never fail!", answers that indicate candidate struggles long and hard to 

overcome failure = NEG. 

‘The person who never made a mistake never made anything’ 

8 Where do you see yourself in five years’ time? 

Candidate should have a clear goal, commercial, personal and or academic, 

that they are aiming for (their time scale may be different) = POS. 

No goals or woolly answers such as "I want to be happy" = NEG. 

Do you have written plans? 

Yes = POS. No = NEG. 

9 What are your strongest qualities? 

Candidate describes concrete attributes = POS. 
"I don't know" or answers that indicate one should not sing one's own praises 
= NEG. 

10 What do you believe is your single most important 
quality? 

Why? 

Substitute (or supplementary) if candidate is unable to give adequate answers 

to Q9, same rules apply. 

11 What is your ideal job? 

Work that is in line with what candidate has done or is doing and that has a 

bearing upon the job applied for = POS. 

Work in complete contrast to the individual's actual past history or that  

contradicts their stated future aspirations = NEG. 
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12 In what way would you consider yourself above the 
average? 

Candidate can name concrete qualities without embarrassment = POS. 
No answer, "I don't know" or confused embarrassment = NEG. 

13 Why do you think you are right for this position? 

Intelligible justification = POS. 

Answers that indicate candidate does not know or expected you to enlighten 

them = NEG. 

14 How do you think your colleagues assess you? 

Answers that indicate a positive assessment with concrete justification = POS. 
“Don’t know, etc. = NEG. 

15 What professional or personal targets do you have? 

Candidate should name concrete achievements = POS. (Check CV). 

Evasive answers = NEG 

16 What are you doing about achieving these targets? 

Candidate can demonstrate further education and training at own initiative 

and/or expense and give examples = POS. 

Little or no interest in future development or woolly answers like "I read a lot 

and take interest in everything" or expect employer to fund it all = NEG. 

17 What demanding tasks have you had in your previous 
jobs? 

Candidate describes tasks managed alone or where he/she carried most/all 

responsibility (note, they did not have necessarily to have totally succeeded) 
= POS. 

Evasive replies or indication that candidate has not worked self-responsibly = 

NEG. 
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18 What are your weak points? 

Candidate can identify genuine weaknesses (not excessive strengths like "I am 

too ambitious") = POS. 
"I have none" or answers that invert strengths e.g. "I am too dominant" = 

NEG. 

19 What would your manager say were your weak points? 

Candidate should be able to identify a genuine assessment of themselves in 

their manager’s eyes. = POS. 
“Don’t know, etc. = NEG. 

20 What were the decisive reasons for your choice of 
university/further education? 

Answers that indicate an intelligent appraisal of what the university college 

had to offer = POS. 
"My parents chose it" or acceptance of imposed choice = NEG. 

21 What do you think of performance comparisons with 
colleagues? 

Answers that indicate candidate sees them as an incentive = POS. 
Answer that indicates candidate is not in favour of them = NEG. 

22 What do you think of the phrase "Work is work and 
private life is private"? 

Answers indicating that while desirable it’s not always possible = POS. 
Agreement = NEG. 

23 Do you think managers are different from other people? 

Answers that indicate yes due to their training, expertise, leadership, etc. but 

not human qualities = POS. 
Answers that indicate lack of respect for superiors = NEG. 
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24 Are you encouraged by the success of others? 

Why? 

Yes, followed by intelligent justification = POS. 

"I do not care about the success of others." "One should not measure oneself 

against others." and similar answers = NEG. 

25 How do you react to criticism? 

Criticism is a means to improvement = POS. 

Answers that indicate an aggressive or defensive reaction = NEG. 

26 What are your long term plans for the future? 

Candidate describes concrete plans for his/her future = POS. 

Answers that indicate candidate thinks planning is not possible due to 

complexity of life today, etc. = NEG. 

27 Do you view the future with optimism? 

Why? 

Any optimistic assessment = POS. 
Pessimistic views = NEG. 

28 How do you react to orders that are not part of your job 
description? 

Answers that indicate this is no real problem = POS. 
Answers like "Not part of my job" or a need to know exactly what is required 

= NEG. 

29 What do you read? 

Books, literature and works of a more serious nature, management, sales, 

classics, history, etc. = POS. 
Non, or only very  light fiction = NEG 
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30 What are your hobbies or interests? 

Candidate can identify several areas of interest and support this, (for instance, 

say sailing then owns a boat, has many books on subject or is member of a 

club.  Essential to prove statements made. = POS. 
No hobbies or outside interests = NEG 

NOTES: 




